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            Dyno Nobel is a leading supplier of industrial explosives and blasting services to the mining, quarrying, seismic and construction industries.  Visit Dyno Nobel.
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            Incitec Pivot Limited is an industrial chemicals manufacturer, supplying the agriculture and mining industries.  Visit Incitec Pivot Limited
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            Incitec Pivot Fertilisers plays a leading role in the manufacture and supply of fertiliser to farmers in Australia's eastern and southern states.  Visit Incitec Pivot Fertilisers
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        DynoConsult®

        DynoConsult® professionals are committed to optimizing your entire blasting process with their experience, knowledge and insight to drive world-class blasting results.
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        Ranger Electronic Initiation System

        The new Ranger by Dyno Nobel is the ultimate DigiShot® blast initiation system designed with safety and performance at its core. Unique features such as end-of-line voltage validation, auto detonator detection, and flexible tagging maximize your productivity on the bench. The integrated RF antenna delivers the durability and reliability you need. Ranger helps you optimize your time on the bench and at the blast. 
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        DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY™

        See the Difference DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY Can Make.
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        Drive4Dyno Nobel

        Some people join Dyno Nobel and spend their entire career driving. Others use driving as a first step to learn the business and grow into new roles. 
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        Zero Harm for Everyone Everywhere is our number one priority “Safety is not a new year's resolution - it is a new task resolution, a resolution that each day will be safe!” Lance Tinney, Senior VP HSE & Business Excellence.
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        Contact us

        Have any questions? Feel free to contact us.

Americas:  +1 800 473 2675

Asia Pacific:  +61 7 3026 3900
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